Christie’s Story
In June 2007 I was diagnosed with
breast cancer at the age of 36. My first
reaction was “Oh my god, I’m going to
lose my hair”. And of course, by the time
I went for my second chemotherapy
treatment, that’s exactly what happened.
Losing hair is every woman’s fear, you
don’t have to face chemo to know this.
Wigs weren’t for me so I began my
search for comfortable, fashionable and
affordable headwear. I soon discovered
that options were few and far between.

Gotcha Covered
Custom made Mastectomy
Swimwear

From $125.00

Quality head coverings for women
suffering hair-loss as a result of
chemotherapy, alopecia, lupus,
trichotillomania, burns and other
medical conditions.

For personalised consultation
call Elisabeth on 0412 951 767

This was reinforced by others at a
cancer support group: I was not the only
one looking for suitable headgear! Before
long, with the help of my mother, I began
making my own hats and scarves.
And so Gotcha Covered was born.

Contact Christie on
0401224300
Email: gotcha.c@hotmail.com
A percentage from the sale of every item
will be donated to aid cancer research

Gotcha Covered is based in
Geelong Victoria

“Mirium”

The handmade

Very comfortable sleep hat

Lightweight and comfortable

Gotcha Covered

with lace trim.

with rose detail.

range includes:

Also available in black.

Many colours to choose from.

$30.00

“Jenni”

“Elise”

$15.00

“Maxine”

$30.00

$30.00

Versatile and stylish, this

“Jorja”

In black or white, this hat
has many looks - one scarf

$32.00

scarf-hat can be tied at the
back or to the side.

Funky peak cap available in

included.

Variety of colours.

cobalt blue (as pictured), as
well as red, black, white,

Additional scarves available in

denim blue, pink or grey

a wide range of colours.

We also stock Bandanas and Scarves

Large chiffon scarves in
black or white, to dress

“Leah””
“Fiona”

$30.00

Available in a wide

$30.00

A stylish hat with plait detail.

up any outfit
$18.00

Available in a variety of colours.

range of colours.
Bandanas
Huge variety of colours
$5.00

